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As the lines shown in Fig. 1 were designed before thE! lii:lac calli! into operationi certain assump~ tiona had to be made about beam _properties. It should be lnst:nictiw to describe these assumptions, then to review thsir validity in view of ~t has been learned of beam properties since the linac calli! into operation.. · · ·
The emittance of the linac beam was taken as 11'
em mrad based upon considerations of injector emittance, damping, and possible dilution in transit' through ths linac. The crosssection in phase space was assu"ined.elliptical. The specification.of the . · ellipse in each plane, horizontal and ·vertical/. ·. requires two additional parameters. One can be taken as Lx (or Ly), the distance to the wais~ (or "virtual source ") masured from 1'he tan1f end wall. Ths other can be taken as XO (or y 0 ), the maximum angle (see Fig. 3 However the other beam properties were dltterent hom those described above tor ideal transverse focusing ot the periodic structure. This cau be seen from Fig. 4 w'htch shows operating points found tor~~ Lx and for y 0 , -~for several of the be8111 lines, and compared With the ·. values predicted .for the-periodic structure.· Thsse. operating paints were found as follows: first by a careful tuning procedure all of the machine parameters &nd the transport line quadrupole currents were varied so" as to opt:lJII1ze beam at the ta~t. This was done either by vieWing (With a TV camera) a scintill.il.ting screen at the target position, or by forcing the beam to pass tmough a small opening in a collimator before reaChing a Faraday cup •. Then from the known conditions at the target, together With the known transport line quadrupole excitation, ths initial conditions_ were computed; i.e. ths beam ellipse contiguratioli at the tank exit. Fig. 5 shows the result o:f' such a calculation for line E35·
The points 1n J'ig. 4 are scattered 'throughout the "allowed" regions of the graph (operating points in the upper ieft and uppe·r right areas of the graph would cause beam intensity losses due ·to apertUre limitations) With no tendency to cluster around the points predicted by the periodic structure calculations.
·
To understand tbe reason tor this flexibility · in the virtual source position it is necessary to look at ths effect that the various machine paramters . have in focusing ths beam. The poststripper ·quad-rupoles are varied ·in three independent groups -an .
entrance· set of 12, and exit set of 7, and the remainder, 52 quadrupole&., as the third set (Q74 and Q75 are not in fact excited independently). These · three sets have sooe effect on the focusing behavior, as observed on a screen. However the RF gradient level of the 5 independently driven tanks :i.n the post-. stripper seem to be much more important. Change in RF gradient level in one of the tanks causes a pronounced change· in tbe _beam shape and position obserVed , at the target, in a manner analogous to tuning W1 th a single quadrupole. The other tank gradients and also the relative pbaSe of each tank also change the ·beam, in a w.y which is (at least partially) inde-, pendent. · Similar. transverse focusing effects due to RF gradient. has been noted in an earlier paper on beam measurement,l and here, as there, the results seem to be consistent With a coupling of longitudinal and transverse oscillations of the particles, acting to produce a IOOdulation of the beam envelope in both Xo and ~ space. The coupling is due to the fact that the energy gained by a. particle traversing a gap is
: a function of' its radial PoSition.
Steering Effects
As is well known, beam emerging f'rom an Alvarez : 11nac will typically be displaced in position and . angle f'rom the axis. This is caused by small random . misalignments of' the quadrupoles in the linac and trom misalignment of' the beam entering the linac. · 1 For the poststripper, misalignments up to ±5mm, ' ±lOmrad can be expected. All of' the parameters W'hich ; atfect focusing (quadrupoles, tank RF gradients and : phases) will also affect this misalignment, as seen at the llnac exl.t. Thus tuning to improve the . focusing properties of the transport line must also : be used to achieve better alignment -the processes • are usually inseparable. SIIBll bending magnets are . used to achieve a partial separation between steering and focusing. Such magnet!! Will also increase the ef'f'ecti ve aperture of' the transport line. The alignment magnets EAVl, E2AV2, •.
•• etc. shown in Fig. 1 :tyPes -aDd cerlaii:u.iare-not'iiew~-·Here it-siiOUid 'be-·-·-·! ·sufficient to na.e the devices which have· been f'ound ; useful. The pr!BBry device is the simple Faraday cup.
• :They are usually put into and take'n out of the beam W1 th remotely-coutrolled actuators operated f'rom the . control room. Where the beam power is more thaD. a few tens of' watts t;hey should be water cooled. Next, i the scintillating screen viewed with a TV camera is most useful. Tb1s shows beam size, focusing behavior, steering effects, etc. Apertures of various kinds. are also very useful. A circular or rectangular opening in a tb1n plate, placed at the proper place along beam 11ne 1 can force the tuning process to center the beam and to produce desired focusing effects. The slotted plate emittance apparatus has been . ·previously descr.lbed.l· Beam energy is f'ound either by measuring the magnetic f'ield required to bend the beam through a known angle and hence deducing the momentum, or by use of' a crystal detector. Features tbat all of' these devices have in coDDDOn is that they are simple, relatively foolproof', and can eas-ily be produced in quantity.
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